Safety

Our Safety boat is an incredibly sturdy road transportable safety boat manufactured in Norway by Pioner. The following has been taken from the Pioner website.

The Multi takes the Pioner design philosophy of safety, durability and versatility to a new level. The combination of its incredibly spacious design and huge reserves of buoyancy makes the Pioner Multi an ideal utility/safety boat - however unlike most utility/safety boats the Pioner Multi does not sacrifice good handling characteristics for carrying capacity.

Thanks to its soft entry bow and 2 full length longitudinal keels the Pioner Multi has superb sea keeping abilities and handling that would challenge most sports-boats and yet it has a carrying capacity of 1200kg.

The Pioner Multi has a unique bow door system that can be easily lowered with a winch, and can be locked at any height for loading. The door is wide enough to accommodate most wheel chairs and also makes loading heavy or bulky equipment effortless.

This type of boat has been recognised by many organisations and the Pioner Multi has been used for many different purposes from recreational pursuits to use as a safety boat. The Multi has also been used as a workboat on construction sites, by harbour authorities and as a dive boat for both recreational divers and police diving units.

- Enormous 1.2T carrying capacity
- Spacious and unique bow door to aid loading/unloading
- Road transportable and very easy to launch
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Weight: 420 kg
Length: 5.05 m
Beam: 2.03 m
Max Persons: 8
Engine: 25hp Yamaha 2 stroke petrol outboard